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(54) A GRINDING JIG FOR A BLADE TOOL

(57) A grinding jig (100) for holding a blade tool (200)
having an edge (210) in a grinding machine (300), com-
prising:
- a first and a second clamp half (110, 120) arranged to
hold between them at least a portion of a blade tool, and;
- an elongate support portion (160) for supporting the
grinding jig (100) onto a support bar (350) of a grinding
machine (300), wherein;

- the elongate support portion (160) comprises a front
end abutment surface (170) and a rear end abutment
surface (180)
- the front and rear end abutment surfaces (170, 180) are
spaced to receive a portion of a support bar (350) of and
such that the grinding jig (100) may be moved back and
forth relative the support bar (350), in direction parallel
with its longitudinal center axis (Y).
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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present disclosure relates a grinding jig for
a blade tool. The present disclosure also relates to a
grinding machine with a grinding jig for a blade tool.

Background art

[0002] Grinding of blade tool, such as knives, which
has edges with opposite edge bevels is typically made
by clamping the blade tool in a grinding jig and moving
the tool across a revolving grindstone. When the edge
bevel on the first side of the tool has been sharpened,
the grinding jig is turned over and moved in opposite di-
rection across the grindstone so that edge bevel on the
second side of the blade tool is sharpened.
[0003] Figure 1 shows schematically a conventionally
grinding jig 10 which comprises a lower clamp 12 that
extends from a support pin 14 which in operation is guid-
ed on a transversal support bar of a grinding machine.
An upper clamp half 11 is movable and may be forced
against the lower clamp half by a screw 13 so that a blade
tool (not shown) may be clamped by the upper and lower
clamp halves .
[0004] While proven reliable in grinding operations, the
conventional grinding jig has a drawback in that blade
tool is not centered in the grinding jig. This has the effect
that the angle between the blade and the grinding stone
changes when the grinding jig (after completed grinding
the first edge bevel) is turned over to grind the second
edge bevel of the blade. The deviation of the edge bevel
angles appears to increase with increasing blade thick-
ness.
[0005] A further drawback with the conventional grind-
ing jig is that it has shown to produce convex edges. The
strength of the edge of the blade is reduced with increas-
ing convexity.
[0006] Thus, there is a need for an improved grinding
jig for blade tools.
[0007] Consequently, it is an object of the present dis-
closure to provide a grinding jig for blade tool that solves
at least one of the problems of the prior-art.
[0008] In particular, it is an object of the present dis-
closure to provide a grinding jig which achieves a strong
edge of a blade tool after grinding.
[0009] In addition, it is an object of the present disclo-
sure to provide a grinding jig for a blade tool which
achieves a minimum of difference between the angles of
the edge bevels of the blade tool after grinding.
[0010] A further object of the present disclosure is to
achieve a simple, yet robust, and easy to handle grinding
jig for blade tools providing a minimum of difference be-
tween the angles of the edges of the blade tool after grind-
ing.

Summary of the invention

[0011] According to the present disclosure, at least one
of these objects is met by a grinding jig for holding a blade
tool having an edge in a grinding machine, said grinding
machine having a grindstone and a support bar for sup-
porting a grinding jig, said grinding jig comprising:

- a first and a second clamp half arranged to hold be-
tween them at least a portion of a blade tool, and;

- an elongate support portion for supporting the grind-
ing jig onto a support bar 350) of a grinding machine,
characterized in that:

- the elongate support portion 160) comprises a front
end abutment surface and a rear end abutment sur-
face for abutment against a support bar of a grinding
machine, wherein;

- the front and rear end abutment surfaces are spaced
apart such that a portion of a support bar of a grinding
machine may be received between the front and rear
end abutment surfaces and such that the grinding
jig may be moved back and forth relative the support
bar, in direction parallel with the longitudinal center
axis Y of the grinding jig.

[0012] The front end and rear end abutment surfaces
allows the grinding jig to be moved in a controlled manner
back and forth relative the support bar during grinding of
the blade. Practical trials have shown that this controlled
movement, limited between the front and rear abutment
parts, results in that a convex bevel is achieved on the
edges of the blade tool during grinding. Such convex edg-
es are proven to be very strong.
[0013] It is appreciated that the grinding jig also may
be moved back and forth along the support bar, in direc-
tion traverse to the longitudinal center axis Y of the grind-
ing jig.
[0014] According to an alternative, the grinding jig may
comprise a first and a second separate grinding jig half
which are mutually facing each other and respectively
comprises a clamp half and an elongate support portion
half The grinding jig may thereby be arranged such that
the first and the second grinding jig half may be releasably
forced towards each other to hold a tool blade between
the first and a second clamp half. The first and second
grinding jig half comprise a respective front abutment half
and a respective rear abutment part, wherein the front
abutment halves and the rear abutment halves are ar-
ranged spaced apart from each other on the respective
support portion half and configured for abutment with a
support bar of a grinding machine.
[0015] Thus, the grinding jig according to this alterna-
tive comprises two separate jig halves which each in-
clude a clamp half and a support portion half. This has
the effect that when a blade tool is clamped between the
jig halves, both jig halves will be on the same distance
from the center of the blade tool regardless the thickness
of the blade. In particular, the first and the clamp will be
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on the same distance from the center of the blade and
the first and second support portion will be on the same
distance from the center of blade. Therefore, in a grinding
operation there will be no, or negligible, change in angle
between the blade and the grind stone regardless wheth-
er the first edge bevel or the second edge bevel of the
blade is ground.
[0016] Further alternatives and advantages are dis-
closed in the appended claims and the following descrip-
tion.

Brief description of the drawings

[0017]

Figure. 1: A schematic drawing of a grinding jig ac-
cording to the prior-art.
Figure 2a: A schematic drawing of a grinding ma-
chine including a grinding jig according to the present
disclosure.
Figure 2b A schematic drawing of a grinding opera-
tion
Figure 3: A schematic exploded drawing of a grinding
jig according to the present disclosure.
Figure 4: A schematic drawing of a grinding jig ac-
cording to the present disclosure.

Detailed description of embodiments

[0018] The grinding jig according to the present disclo-
sure will now be described more fully hereinafter. The
grinding jig according to the present disclosure may how-
ever be embodied in many different forms and should
not be construed as limited to the embodiments set forth
herein. Rather, these embodiments are provided by way
of example so that this disclosure will be thorough and
complete, and will fully convey the scope of the present
disclosure to those persons skilled in the art. Same ref-
erence numbers refer to same elements throughout the
description.
[0019] Figure 2a shows schematically a grinding ma-
chine 300 comprising a grinding jig 100 according to the
present disclosure. A blade tool 200 to be ground is
clamped in the grinding jig. The grinding machine 300 is
of the bench type, i.e. it is of a design that allows it to be
placed on a table in a workshop and to be operated man-
ually by a person. The grinding machine 300 has a hous-
ing 370 and comprises a cylindrical grindstone 310 hav-
ing a grinding surface 320. The grindstone 310 is rotated,
in a rotation direction R, by a motor 360 which may be
connected to a shaft 303 running through the center of
the grindstone. The motor may for example be an elec-
trical motor. A trough 340 for grinding liquid, such as wa-
ter or oil, may be arranged underneath the grindstone.
The grinding machine further comprises a support bar
350, also called universal support, for supporting the
grinding jig 100. The support bar 300 extends over the
grinding surface 320 traverse to the axis of rotation R of

the grinding stone, i.e. parallel with the shaft 303. The
grinding machine 300 may be any type of conventional
grinding machine for grinding blade tools, such as knives.
The knife may have a handle and a blade with a back
and a symmetric edge (not shown) with two opposing
edge bevels. Edge bevels may also be denominated
"grind bevels". It is possible that the edge has one single
edge bevel. The grinding machine may be a Tormek T-
8 which is commercially available from the company
Tormek AB.
[0020] In a grinding operation, as schematically indi-
cated in figure 2a, the blade 200 is first (I) moved in a
first direction (left) across the grindstone to grind a first
side edge bevel of the blade. Then (II) the grinding jig
100 together with the blade is turned around. Subse-
quently (III), the blade 200 is moved in a second direction
(right) across the grindstone to grind the second side
edge bevel of the blade.
[0021] Figure 3 shows the grinding jig according to an
alternative of the present disclosure in an exploded view.
Thus, the grinding jig may comprise a first grinding jig
half 101 and a second grinding jig half 102. The first and
second grinding jig half are separate from each other,
meaning that they are not permanently joined or attached
to each other. The first and second grinding jig half are
thus movable towards and away from each other. The
first and the second grinding jig half 101, 102 may be
essentially identical. Thus, the first and second grinding
jig half 101, may comprises respectively a clamp half
110, 120 for clamping a portion of a blade. The first and
second clamp half comprises respectively a contact sur-
face 111, 121 which are configured to engage a portion
of the blade tool when it is clamped. Clamping of the
blade is made over the back of the blade. The first and
second contact portion 111, 121 forms the front end of
the grinding jig. The first and second clamp half 110, 120
are designed with a width that is suitable for stable clamp-
ing of a bladed tool. Each grinding jig half 101, 102 may
further comprises a respective elongate support portion
half 161, 162 which respectively extends from the first
and second clamp half 110, 120 in opposite direction to
the front end. The elongate support portions 161, 162
terminate in a rear end of the grinding jig. The clamp
halves 110, 120 and the elongate support portions 161,
162 of the first and the second grinding jig halves 101,
102 may be attached to each other or formed integral to
each other. For example, the respective grinding jig
halves 101, 102 may be manufactured in one single piece
by moulding. Alternatively, the clamp halves and the sup-
port halves may be manufactured separately and at-
tached to each other by gluing or welding. The grinding
jig halves may be manufactured in plastic such as poly-
propene or in metal. Each grinding jig half 101, 102 may
thus be an integral piece. As shown in figure 1, the first
and the second grinding jig half 101, 102 may be formed
as hollow shells and may have a respective circumfer-
ential border 103, 104. The contact portions 111, 121
may be part of the border 103, 104 of the respective grind-
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ing jig half.
[0022] The first and the second grinding jig half are
arranged mutually facing each other. That is, such that
the contact portion 111, 121 of the respective grinding
jig half 101, 102 faces each other.
[0023] The grinding jig 100 may further comprises an
actuator 130 which is arranged to releasably force the
first and the second grinding jig half 101, 102 towards
each other. The clamping halves 110, 120 of the respec-
tive first and second grinding jig half may thereby be
brought together with sufficient force to securely hold a
portion of blade tool. The actuator 130 is coupled to the
first and the second grinding jig half such that it may bring
and hold the first and second grinding jig half together
and may release the first and second grinding jig half
from each other. In the disclosed embodiment, the actu-
ator 130 may be a screw which extends through an open-
ing 131 in the first jig half 101. The screw may have a
ring-shaped shoulder 132 that rests on the first grinding
jig half 101. The end of the screw 133 has a threaded
portion which engages a threaded opening 122 in the
second grinding jig half 102. Turning of the actuator 130
in one direction forces the first and second grinding jig
half 101, 102 towards each other. Turning of the actuator
130 in opposite direction releases the tension between
the first and second grinding jig half 101, 102 and allows
them to move away from each other.
[0024] A resilient member 150 may be arranged be-
tween the first and second grinding jig half 101,102 for
biasing the grinding jig halves away from each other.
[0025] The actuator 130 for releasably forcing the first
and the second grinding jig half 101, 102 towards each
other may be realized in other modes. For example, the
actuator may be cam-lever arrangement or a ratchet ar-
rangement.
[0026] Each grinding jig half 101, 102 may further com-
prise a respective front abutment half 163, 164 and a
respective rear abutment part 165, 166. The front abut-
ment halves 163, 164 and the rear abutment halves 165,
166 are arranged spaced apart from each other on the
respective support portion half 161, 162. The front and
rear abutment halves protrude perpendicular from the
respective support portion half 161 and 162 and may be
in the form of half discs.
[0027] Figure 4 shows the grinding jig 100 according
to the present disclosure in assembled state. Thus, the
grinding jig 100, comprises a first and second clamp half
110, 120 for clamping a portion of a blade. The first and
second clamp half comprises respectively a contact sur-
face 111, 121 (see figure 3) for engaging the back of a
blade tool such as a knife or a scissor. The first and sec-
ond contact portion 111, 121 forms the front end of the
grinding jig. The grinding jig 100 further comprises an
elongate support portion 160 which may be rod-shaped.
The support portion 160 extends from the first and second
clamp half 110, 120 in direction opposite to the front end
of the grinding jig. The support portion 160 terminates in
a rear end of the grinding jig. In use, the support portion

160 is intended to be supported onto the support bar of
a grinding machine and there by assist the operator there-
of to maintain the angle of a blade relative the grindstone.
[0028] The elongated support portion 160 comprises
a front end abutment surface 170 and a rear end abut-
ment surface 180. The front and rear end abutment sur-
faces 170, 180 are spaced apart such that a portion of a
support bar of a grinding machine may be received there
between. The front and rear end abutment surfaces 170,
180 are thereby spaced apart sufficiently to allow the
operator to move the grinding jig 100 back and forth rel-
ative the support bar 350.
[0029] In detail, the front and rear end abutment sur-
faces 170, 180 are aligned along a longitudinal center
axis Y of the grinding jig 100. The axis Y extends through
the front end of the grinding jig, the clamp halves 110,
120, the support portion 160 and the rear end of the grind-
ing jig. The rear end abutment surface 180 is thereby
arranged after the rear end 190 of the grinding jig and
the front end abutment surface 170 is arranged after the
rear end abutment surface 180 and the clamp halves
110, 120 are arranged after the front end abutment sur-
face 170.
[0030] The front and rear end abutment surfaces may
extend perpendicular from the support portion 160 and
around its circumferential and may thereby have the form
of discs. The distance, by which the front and the rear
end abutment surfaces are spaced apart is selected such
that the distance is greater than the diameter of the sup-
port bar of a grinding machine and such that it allows a
slight movement back and forth of the grinding jig 100
when it is supported on the support bar. For example,
the distance between the front and rear end abutment
surfaces is 2 - 5 cm. The height of the front and rear end
abutment surfaces 170, 180 is selected such the support
bar of a grinding machine is prevented from passing be-
yond the front and rear end abutment surfaces 170, 180
when the grinding jig is 100 is moved back and forth rel-
ative the support bar. For example, the height is 1 - 2 cm.
[0031] The rear end of the support portion 160 may
terminate in a handle portion 190 which is configured to
be griped by an operator of the grinding jig.
[0032] The grinding jig may be split into two separate
halves that are on opposite sides of a central plane x
extending through the center of the grinding jig.
[0033] The advantage of the spaced apart front and
rear abutment surfaces 170, 180 is that they make pos-
sible to achieve convex edge bevels during grinding of
bladed tools.
[0034] The function of the grinding jig 100 according
to the present disclosure is in the following described with
reference to figure 2a. Thus, in a grinding operation, the
operator supports the elongated support portion 160 of
the grinding jig onto the support bar 350 such that the
bevel 210 of the bladed tool 200 is resting in a proper
angle on the surface 320 of the grindstone 310. The op-
erator may then move the grinding jig 100 along the sup-
port bar 350 back and forth in direction traverse to the
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longitudinal axis Y of the grinding jig 100 as indicated by
arrow A. In other words, traverse to the rotating direction
R of the grindstone 310.
[0035] Simultaneously, the operator may move the
grinding jig 100 relative the support bar 350 back and
forth in direction parallel with the longitudinal axis Y of
the grinding jig 100 as indicated by arrow B. In other
words, parallel with the rotation direction R of grindstone
310.
[0036] The movement back and forth of the grinding
jig 100 relative the support bar 350 in direction parallel
with its longitudinal axis Y is restricted by the front and
rear end abutment surfaces 170, 180 of the grinding jig
10. The rear end abutment surface 180 there by restricts
movement of the grinding jig in one direction, e.g. away
from the support bar 350, The front end abutment surface
170 restricts movement in opposite direction, e.g. to-
wards the support bar 350.
[0037] The movement back and forth of the grinding
jig 100 in direction parallel with its longitudinal axis Y
results in an edge with convex edge bevels after grinding.
Edges with convex edge bevels are stronger than edges
with concave or straight edge bevels.
[0038] The front and rear end abutments surfaces 170,
180 thereby assists the operator to control the movement
of the grinding jig 100 such that a beveled edge 210 is
achieved on the bladed tool 220. The distance between
the front and rear abutment surfaces 170, 180 controls
the shape of the final edge and may be selected on basis
of practical trials.
[0039] Although a particular embodiment has been dis-
closed in detail this has been done for purpose of illus-
tration only, and is not intended to be limiting. In partic-
ular, it is contemplated that various substitutions, altera-
tions and modifications may be made within the scope
of the appended claims.

Claims

1. a grinding jig (100) for holding a blade tool (200)
having an edge (210) in a grinding machine (300),
said grinding machine having a grindstone (210) and
a support bar (350) for supporting a grinding jig, said
grinding jig (100) comprising:

- a first and a second clamp half (110, 120) ar-
ranged to hold between them at least a portion
of a blade tool, and;
- an elongate support portion (160) for support-
ing the grinding jig (100) onto a support bar (350)
of a grinding machine (300), characterized in
that:
- the elongate support portion (160) comprises
a front end abutment surface (170) and a rear
end abutment surface (180) for abutment
against a support bar (350) of a grinding ma-
chine (300), wherein;

- the front and rear end abutment surfaces (170,
180) are spaced apart such that a portion of a
support bar (350) of a grinding machine (300)
may be received between the front and rear end
abutment surfaces (170, 180) and such that the
grinding jig (100) may be moved back and forth
relative the support bar (350), in direction par-
allel with the longitudinal center axis (Y) of the
grinding jig (100).

2. The grinding jig 100 according to claim 1, whereby
movement of the grinding jig (100) in one direction
is limited by one of the front and rear end abutment
surfaces (170, 180) and movement of the grinding
jig (100) in the opposite direction is limited by the
other of the front and rear end abutment surfaces
(170, 180).

3. The grinding jig (100) according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein the front and rear end abutment surfaces
(170, 180) respectively extend around the circum-
ferential of the support portion (160).

4. The grinding jig (100) according to 1 - 3 wherein
the front end and the rear end abutment surfaces
(170, 180) extends perpendicular from the support
portion (160).

5. The grinding jig (100) according to anyone of
claims 1-4, comprising:

- a first and a second separate grinding jig half
(101, 102) which are mutually facing each other
and respectively comprises a clamp half (110,
120) and an elongate support portion half (161,
162), and wherein;
- the grinding jig (100) is arranged such that the
first and the second grinding jig half (101, 102)
may be releasably forced towards each other to
hold a tool blade between the first and a second
clamp half (110, 120) and wherein the first and
second grinding jig half (101, 102) comprise a
respective front abutment half (163, 164) and a
respective rear abutment part (165, 166),
wherein the front abutment halves (163, 164)
and the rear abutment halves (165, 166) are ar-
ranged spaced apart from each other on the re-
spective support portion half (161, 162) and con-
figured for abutment with a support bar (350) of
a grinding machine (300) .

6. The grinding jig (100) according to claim 5, wherein
the clamp halves (110, 120) comprises a respective
contact surface (111, 121) for engagement with a
side of a blade tool and wherein the respective sup-
port portion half (161, 162) extends from the respec-
tive clamp half (110, 120) opposite to the contact
surfaces (111, 121).
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7. The grinding jig (100) according to claim 5 or 6,
wherein the respective clamp half (110, 120) is at-
tached to or formed integral with the respective sup-
port portion half (161, 162).

8. The grinding jig (100) according to anyone of
claims 6 - 7, wherein the first and the second grinding
jig half (101. 102) are identical.

9. The grinding jig (100) according to anyone of
claims 5 - 8, comprising an actuator (130) coupled
to the first and second jig half (101, 102) and ar-
ranged to releasable force the first and second jig
half (101, 102) towards each other.

10. The grinding jig (100) according to anyone of
claims 5 - 9, comprising a resilient member (150) for
biasing the first and second jig half (101, 102) away
from each other.

11. The grinding jig (100) according to anyone of
claims 1 - 9, wherein the blade tool (200) is a knife.

11. A grinding machine (300) comprising a grind-
stone (310), a motor for rotating the grindstone and
a support bar (350) for supporting a grinding jig (100),
characterized in that the grinding machine (300)
comprises a grinding jig (100) according to any of
claims 1 - 10.
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